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Actions to date

February 2016

• Assemble Team

• Create **Zika Virus Preparedness** informational website
  

• Partner with Global Travel to assure travel warning are available to all international travelers
  

• Attend the UNC virology seminar on Zika
Actions to date continued

February – May 2016

• Support our UNC-CH researchers in development of SOP’s for working safely with Zika

May 2016

• Participate in CDC Hosts Zika Action Plan Teleconferences Series
• Development of Mosquito Prevention – Report Standing Water form on main Zika informational web page
Upcoming Actions:

May – June 2016

• Identification of all UNC-CH employees who are outdoor workers and assure their training on self protection.
• Updated Q&A on Zika
• Link Zika Virus Preparedness informational website to Alert Carolina
• Development of informational email to Campus on Zika